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From Christine Wild 
Bob was always a gentleman on the greens and off. 
Anytime we went to the District or the Provincial he was known as the man with the green bowls that 
always found their way to the Jack. 
And when we won the gold in Windsor, in the Provincials, you would not believe the people that 
congratulated us. That was the high light of our bowling careers for both Bob, and me. 
He was a great bowler, and will be greatly missed. 
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From Harvey Talbot 
I remember when I visited the Milton Club in the summer of 2009 and took part in my first Monday 
evening jitney. Who should I be drawn against but Skip, Bob Woods. He stood about 5ft 6”  and was 
slender of build. He reminded me of a relaxed and friendly, farmer type. Contemplative, he was a cheery 
unassuming opponent who smiled a lot and beat me and my team 22 to 2! This was before he bought 
his distinctive green bowls. 
 
I had the pleasure of playing with him in the Pair’s League for his last couple of summer seasons. By that 
time, due to some health issues he insisted on playing lead rather than Skip or Vice. Many was the time 
that after Bob had bowled, the Jack was surrounded by Bob’s green bowls. At which point I would give 
him a “Thanks Bob, great bowls” He was known for acknowledging such compliments by tilting his head 
slightly forward and lifting his black baseball cap partially off his head by way of saying thank you I am 
having fun! 
 
I played my last pairs game with Bob at the beginning of August 2017 and when I returned from a short 
vacation, a couple of weeks later, he was in Milton hospital, on oxygen and diagnosed with cancer. He 
passed away around the end of the month. Bob was quite a devout Pentecostal and had no fear of 
meeting his Maker. He didn’t seem to linger for a moment more than he considered necessary . 
 
Shortly thereafter the Club held a bowling event in his honour. His green bowls were raffled off and 
were initially won by Betty Curley, a great friend of his, who respectively declined them and immediately 
put them up to be re-raffled and won by non other than one of his favourite competitive bowling 
partners, Christine Wild. How appropriate I thought. I often think of him when someone has a cluster of 
green bowls around a Jack. He is remembered. 
 

 
 
 


